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[Read by Lloyd James] The world is spiraling toward destruction and one man receives a divine

mandate. -- Young Noah has found life good and wholesome, until he steps outside his village and

discovers a world of temptation. Drawn by a beautiful woman yet repulsed by the pagan practices of

her tribe's dark worship, his inner struggle keeps him in torment. Noah strains to hear the voice of

God: through the warnings of a prophet, through the kind teachings of his grandfather Methuselah,

through the loving concern of his family, and ultimately through personal confrontation. The

message he receives is terrifying. Will he find the courage to obey? -- Opposition intensifies to the

call he has received, but a precious medallion handed down from ancient times reminds him who he

is: a man with a heart of a lion. --This text refers to the Audio CD edition.
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I have always loved Gilbert Morris' novels which is why I bought this one. However, he did not hold

up to his usual standard of excellence. When anyone attempts to write fiction based on a Biblical

character, they need to be very careful to stick to what is Biblically accurate. As has been pointed

out in other reviews, he had them eating meat before the flood. He also mentioned seeing lights that

shone like the rainbow. How did they know what a rainbow looked like before the first rainbow

occurred AFTER the flood. I also don't believe that there was rain and thunder storms before the

flood. He told a good story which held my interest but after reading some of these inaccuracies I

was disappointed. I will stick to reading his books that are historical fiction, but not based on Bible



characters.

I generally enjoy historical fiction, but this book seemed to deviate too far from scripture. Often I

found myself simply skimming pages just to finish the story. The author captures well the highs and

lows of faith and lack thereof. I could feel the worry that Noah and his family felt, wondering, "are we

crazy, have we heard God correctly?"But the inaccuracies were rampant:Scripture says that man

was vegetarian before the flood, but the author has them eating meat.Genesis 6:9 says "Noah was

a righteous man, blameless among the people of his time, and he walked faithfully with God." But

the author presents him as overcome by sexual temptation and unable to separate himself from lust.

Can he support this idea? If not, don't mess with God's appraisal of the man. And certainly DO NOT

imply that sexual immorality is the norm.I got tired of the author implying that sin came to "helpless

men" besieged by immoral women. Sure there are immoral women, but God tells us that sin entered

the world through one man - Romans 5:12. There is a dangerous tendency in men in some

"Christian" circles to blame women for the sin of man, but God never says this nor treats women

thusly.Galatians 3:28 English Standard Version (ESV)There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is

neither slave nor free, there is no male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.I doubt I will

read another book by the author.

I gave "Heart of a Lion" 5 stars because:1. ... It captured my attention and interest immediately, in

the first few pages; I read it in 2 sittings (literally) - I didn't want to stop reading;2. ... The plot and the

characters were believable;3. ... The narrative descriptions made me feel as though I was right in

themiddle if the story, a participant not just an observer;4. ... In my nearly 65 years of life I have had

a number of experiences which I could identify with various experiences of several of the

characters;5. ... I was impressed with the manner in which the characters, some more than others,

interpreted their interaction with our Creator - it help me see new ways to understand old truths;6. ...

I felt as though I had worshipped as I read "Heart of a Lion;"7. ... Also, as an aside, the grammar

and story continuity were superb, causing no challenge to my being able to focus on what was

happening in the story;I would recommend this book to anyone who might have ever wondered

what it might have been like to live in the days before and just after the Flood. This novel is

appropriate for teens through senior adults.Be prepared to laugh, cry, hold your breath and be

amazed as you discover the "Heart of the Lion."

Though this is not scripture, it fleshes out what might have been everyday living in Noah's time. I



always hve felt that these fictional novels, no matter how long, are based on a small scripture. And

to me, it seems to help me see how it might have been and how men became evil and idol

worshippers and how strong others had to be to resist filling the crowd and continuing to rely on

God. But the knowledge that Jesus was to come forth from this family and line and the way the

author wrote about it gives an insight in how great our God is and in these times how much we need

to rely on Him and follow thru His perfect plan for us, His beloved children. Looking forward to the

next in this series. I believe Gilbert Morris is an exceptional author.

I like historical fiction, especially books that open my mind to a bigger picture than I had before the

reading. As with most Biblical based stories, this Bible story has been fleshed out a lot. You may or

may not be offended by the way Gilbert Morris fleshed out the story. I often do not like the way

authors flesh out stories . . . I believe the Bible to be God's story, so altering truth bothers me. I was

not offended by this one. Though the story is fiction based on a factual event, the fiction part added

to the characters, not detracted from them, without making them in to some kind of superhero. They

were real people with real strengths and weaknesses.

The author had a good plot, but seemed to be honing his writing skills as he wrote. The first part of

the book contained strange similies such as a man belching like a frog that boomed. Also, the

author had Noah eating meat, even though Genesis says only after the flood that animals would be

good for eating. Also, he had Noah's son being born before he began the ark and one of them even

in charge of engineering it. But the Bible says that Shem, the oldest, was 100 years old two years

after the flood. Since Noah took 100 years to build the ark, Shem wasn't even born until two years

after Noah began building it. Also, he talked about flat land at the bottom of the mountain with

emerald grass, then said the land was rocky and mountainous.I did appreciate that he went into

Noah preaching before the flood and life aboard the ark. I have read two other books about Noah

and, though one was superbly written, neiter covered these two things.
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